Introducing SQLWorks

Business Management Software Solutions from

It's not about our software
It's about your business

Our team prepares software
suited to what your business is
trying to achieve.
We're not an 'off-the-shelf'
sticking-plaster: we're a solution.

Crafted by a Team
s.
From blueprint to launch day
and beyond, we work with
you to keep solving business
pain.
Speak to a human whenever
you need to. Our software
engineers are here to
support you long-term, as
part of the package.
(You're not here for us, we're
here for you.)

Tried. Tested. Trusted.

“... We have been

“... Lineal have created

extremely happy with the
service offered by Lineal
in respect to software –
they’ve gone to great
lengths to understand our
business needs…”

and implemented system
solutions that will meet
our future needs, and
within a challenging
timetable and a sharp
budget…”

“... SQLWorks has made

Mike Hall, MD,
Sailforce

Paul Cullen,
Dartington Crystal

Kate Reynolds, BDM,
Diamedica

our business more
effcient and streamlined.
Impressed by the
adaptations to the system
to suit our needs…”

Frequently Asked Questions
Why choose SQLWorks?
Our software is normally chosen by businesses whose
legacy technology isn't quite up to the task any more.
We're here to deliver something more matched to your
business, and the workfow challenges you face.

Do I need a Server?
It's your choice! We can offer SQLWorks as either a
fexible hosted service, or for extra control, via a more
traditional on-site server.

Sounds... costly?

Does it do (X)?

We're not cheap – but our team delivers real value. For
examples of how SQLWorks has solved mission-critical
business challenge for others, please speak to us today.

Probably! SQLWorks has an extensive toolbox of
features to choose the perfect platform for your
business – but if there's something new your business
needs: we're here to solve it.

Stock Control

CRM

(Our Box of Tricks)

Projects

Accounting

Power Tools

Next Steps
Interested in SQLWorks? Here's how it works.

We'll visit you, let you walk us through how your business
should work, and give you a rough cost range for a solution.
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We'd love the opportunity to
meet with you, and talk about
how we can help.

We deliver something
brilliant.

3
We'll show you a SQLWorks demo of the
future of your business, and quote for
the project.
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